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By Jonathan Kellerman

Ballantine Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 544 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.8in. x 0.7in. Perennial bestseller and acknowledged master of the psychological thriller, Jonathan Kellerman has created his most riveting and memorable work to date in the Alex Delaware novel about a troubled and elusive young woman whose brutal murder forces the brilliant psychologist-detective to confront his own fallibility. Lauren Teague is a beautiful, defiant, borderline-delinquent teenager when her parents bring her to Alex Delaware’s office. But for all Alex’s skill and effort, Lauren resists angrily, provocatively. Reluctantly, the psychologist chalks Lauren up as one of the inevitable failures of a challenging profession. But years later, when Alex encounters Lauren at a stag party’s featured entertainment, both doctor and patient are stunned with shame. And the ultimate horror takes place when, soon after, Lauren’s brutalized corpse is found dumped in an alley. Alex disregards the advice of his trusted friend, LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, and jeopardizes his relationship with longtime lover, Robin Castagna, in order to pursue Lauren’s murderer. As he investigates his young patient’s troubled past, Alex enters the shadowy worlds of fringe psychological experimentation and the sex industry, and then into mortal danger when lust and big money collide...

Reviews

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. It’s been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following. I finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.

-- Dr. Amie Bogisich

The book is fantastic and great. It is rally exciting through looking at period of time. Your way of life period will likely be change when you full reading this publication.

-- Elijah Kuphal
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What is Love A Kid Friendly Interpretation of 1 John 311, 16-18 1 Corinthians 131-8 13
Teaching Christ's Children Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Daan Yahya (illustrator). Paperback. 26 pages. Dimensions: 10.0in. x 8.0in. x 0.1in.What is Love is a Bible based picture book that is designed to help children understand what love is. In the story, twins...

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-02-01 Pages: 33 Publisher: Chemical Industry Press Welcome Our service and quality to your satisfaction. please tell your...
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